
Lucid Breakthrough Course Notes 

MODULE 4: Stacking The Odds 
Lucid dreaming is ALREADY difficult. So let’s find some ways to make it easier.  

There are certain things you can do that will ‘stack the odds’ in your favour, and 
make it more likely that you’ll lucid dream. These are little hacks or tricks, and 
small habits you can start doing today. 


• You don’t have to do ALL of these, but you may as well. After all, they’re easy 
to start doing, and they’ll add up to a big picture, where lucid dreaming becomes 
more and more likely for you 


• Remember to meditate every morning and evening, for at least ten minutes 
each time. This can be easy, and simple. Just count your breaths from one to 
ten, and then start again at 1. When you notice yourself thinking about other 
things, just bring your attention back to your breathing


• Do reality checks during the day, but SPECIFICALLY when you first wake 
up, and when you see something unusual. Doing it when you see something 
unusual will really make a difference, because we often dream about unusual 
things or things that are DIFFERENT to our normal lives


• Even if you wake up at 3AM, and it’s dark or you’re tired, WRITE YOUR 
DREAMS down, because you will almost always forget them otherwise!


• You’ll want to keep a digital dream journal, (a template is included with this 
course) so that you can search through it later, and see WHAT is making you 
lucid dream and what isn’t working


• Take a standard multivitamin. It won’t directly induce a lucid dream, but it will 
ensure you have at least a basic level of the vitamins and nutrients you need. 


• Vitamin B6 has been shown to help with dream recall, and dream vividness, 
and it’s relatively cheap to get online!


• Inspire yourself to lucid dream by watching sci-fi or fantasy films, because 
this primes your mind to dream about those things and have lucid adventures 
like that. I link to a list of the top 30+ films about lucid dreaming at the end of this 
PDF.  


• Highlight key bits of information in your dream journal as these can help you 
later on. Take a multivitamin, choline, and vitamin B6 for an added boost! 


• Don’t take stimulants, drugs, caffeine, alcohol or eat heavy meals late in the 
night. This just makes it even more difficult to liquid dream and sleep properly 




• If you’re trying lucid dreaming techniques, short term interruption is KEY. 
Interrupt yourself again and again, and maintain the intention to lucid dream, 
especially when going back to sleep


• Read: The best movies about lucid dreaming with trailers (To get inspired and 
make lucid dreams more likely) 

• Read: Best binaural beats compared (Soundwaves you can listen to that make 
lucid dreaming more likely) 

• Tool: Get a standard multivitamin like this one (Strong dosages and good range of 
vitamins and nutrients) 

• Tool: Consider getting a vitamin B6 supplement, to increase your dream recall 
and vividness 

https://howtolucid.com/lucid-dreaming-movies/
https://howtolucid.com/best-binaural-beats/
https://howtolucid.com/go/performancelab
http://howtolucid.com/go/vitamin-b6
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